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A Thought to Explore

If the Corporation is the 
greatest tool we have to assure 
our collective survival, what is 
the work of business schools?









Value Extraction vs. Value Creation

• Tech: When Google or Facebook or DoorDash employs 
contractor workers – who pays?  

• Retail: Who bears the real cost of business models like Amazon, 
built around price and convenience?  

• VC, Private Equity: What was the real cost of predatory pricing 
enabled at WeWork? “How Venture Capital is Deforming 
Capitalism” [Charles Duhigg]

• Capital Markets: If a company borrows to distribute 90%+ of 
profits to shareholders, who pays?



What is the Value of a Corporation Today?

• Can’t be measured on the balance sheet – intangibles are 
the source of real value 

• Reputation, Trust, Access to Talent, Retention, Access to 
Natural Resources

• Business continuity & license to operate – subject to social 
changes and myriad forces both inside and outside the “gate”
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Six New Rules: Instruments of Change

Rethinking Risk: Reputation, trust, and other intangibles drive business value.

The Question of Business Purpose: Businesses serve many objectives beyond 

shareholder value.

Responsibility Redefined: Corporate responsibility is defined far outside the 

business gates.

The Voice of the Employee: Employees give voice to risk and competitive 

advantage.

When Capital is No Longer Scarce: Culture is king and talent rules.

When the System Is at Risk: Co-create to win.
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Corporate responsibility is
defined far outside the ‘gates’



Employees = the key to accountability



In the Face of 
Existential Risk –
risk to our collective 
survival –
co-creation trumps 
competition



 Change at the top  - Job of the CEO has changed
 Leader of a community—he or she understands the enterprise as an 

ecosystem

 Change from crisis – systemic threats to commerce
 Food systems, commodities, natural resources at risk   

 Innovations from within – supporting internal change agents
 e.g., #GoogleWalkout to Amazon

 Change from within industry and business coalitions 
 e.g., Business Roundtable 

How will the change take place?



A Thought to Explore

 What is the goal of business schools? 
 What do we want our students to learn? 
 What is the impact of a management education on the 

mindset of managers?

“..make business education “as robust and broad as possible..” 
Dean Sally Blount – Kellogg School of Management – 2010-2018



“From “activist investors” to investment banks, from management consultants to asset 
managers, from high-frequency traders to insurance companies, today, financiers 
dictate terms to American business, rather than the other way around… Wealth 
creation within the financial markets has become an end in itself, rather than a 
means to the end of shared economic prosperity. The tail is wagging the dog.” 

—Rana Foroohar, columnist @Financial Times, author, Makers and Takers

Whom do we serve?



 To consider the “ecosystem” – what will need to change?
 Firm-specific metrics vs. the health of the system on which it 

depends 
 Challenge the ‘growth’ paradigm 
 Mindset of managers—and researchers

How will our graduates measure business Success?

“I find it useful to keep antique ideas around, as a reminder that how we see things 
today is not how the world will always see them”  

—Marjorie Kelly, The Divine Right of Capital



 Able to work across functions, in coalition..  
 Engage – and have empathy for – workers, constituents that bear the 

consequences of business decisions.. 
 Critical thinking and understanding of systems change
 Moral Courage – to challenge conventions that are out of step with long 

term value creation – from how we reward executives to the posture of 
business in the public square. 

 Sustainability = Mindset

What skills will our students require?



 Support public scholars – issues of consequence. 
 RRBM Network: Responsible Research in Business and Management

 Clarity about corporate purpose – a choice
 “The Error at the Heart of Corporate Leadership” – Bower & Paine, HBR

 Mine the finance classroom – what do students learn? 
 Is it consistent with the mission statement for your school?
 What’s needed now? ‘Pro-Growth’ on collision with climate change

 Make room for uncertainty and complexity..
 CEO research [Fortune]: “Many CEOs anticipated challenges balancing short- and 

long-term objectives in light of the different interests among stakeholder groups.”

 Engage your recruiters - what they need now vs. what they will need ten 
years from now?

Ideas worth Teaching…and supporting.
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